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Hijacking blamed on renegade Palestinians
VALLETTA, Malta (AP) Egyptian commandos stormed a
jetliner to avert a massacre by
Its hijackers, who responded
with fire grenades that turned
the plane into a blazing coffin for
scores of passengers, Egyptian
and Maltese officials said yesterday.
Nine of the 59 victims were
children. One of the five hijackers survived the assault on the
Egyptair jet and underwent surgery at a hospital, said Paul
Mifsud, the Maltese government
spokesman.
Egypt blamed the hijacking
on renegade Palestinians working for an Arab country it did not
name. Government sources in
Cairo said the country was Libya, Egypt's neighbor and arch-

In Moscow, the official Soviet
news agency, Tass, said Libya
denied involvement. It quoted
Ali Abdussalam Treiki, the Libyan foreign minister, as saying
his country "condemns the latest seizure of hostages as all
seizures of hostages in general."
The commandos stormed
aboard the plane Sunday night,
24 hours after the hijackers commandeered the Boeing 737 on a
flight from Athens. Greece, to
Cairo and forced it down at Luqa
Airport on this Mediterranean
island. The gunmen killed an
American passenger before the
assault ana threw tier body from
the plane.
THE EGYPTIAN government
said it sent the commandos in to
avert a massacre. It claimed the
passengers died as a result of

the phosphorous grenades
thrown by the gunmen, and that
none was killed by the assault
troops.
Hani Galal, the pilot, said at a
news conference that the hijackers told him they would kill a
passenger every IS minutes unless the aircraft was refueled.
They did not say where they
wanted to go from Malta.
Officials said the hijackers
made no demands other than
that the plane be refueled.
Other survivors included
seven people wounded by the
hijackers. Five of those had
been shot execution-style, officials said. Another of the
wounded, an Egyptian security
guard, was shot during a gunfight with the hijackers before
the commandos boarded the
plane, officials said.

Rescue workers removed 58
bodies from the aircraft. Mifsud
said a Filipino passenger died in
a hospital later of wounds suffered in the battle between the
commandos and the hijackers.
He said the government was
"deeply sorrowed" by the
deaths of innocent people, but
"when we realized they would
go on shooting (people), there
was no choice Dut to go ahead"
with the assault.
OFFICIALS SAID 96 people,
including six crew members,
were on the plane when it was
hijacked Saturday night.
Eleven women passengers
were released about 12 hours
before the storming.
By late afternoon yesterday,
26 people remained in hospitals,
Mifsud said.

The U.S. State Department
identified the dead American as
Scarlett Marie Rogenkamp, 38,
a civilian VS. Air Force employee stationed in Greece. She
was from Oceanside, Calif.
Egypt did not say how many
commandos took part in the
raid, but Mifsud said there were
about 28. Egyptian sources said
some members of the assault
force were wounded, but Mifsud
said there was only one Egyptian military casualty-a soldier whose leg was blown off.
President Reagan sent the
Maltese government a message
"in which he expressed his
thanks for the firm stand taken
by the Maltese government,"
Mifsud said.
The pilot, Galal, said the hijackers were "desperate and
would not hesitate to mow up the

plane," but Mifsud said the hijackers never actually threatened to do so.
GALAL AND co-pilot Emad
Bahey said the hijack leader
kept a gun trained on them in the
cockpit. He would announce that
he was going to kill someone,
they saidT then leave the cockpit
to choose his victim.
The leader singled out Americans and Israelis "for execution," the pilot said.
One of the wounded passengers thrown from the aircraft
was an American woman who
was shot in the back after the
terrorists forced her to kneel.
Her family in the United States
said Jackie Nink Pflug, 30, a
teacher in Cairo, underwent surtery Sunday night in a Malta
ospital.

Forecasts made
Students weather meteorology class
the same, "but I messed up on
last week's by saying it was
going to snow.

by Jerry Ya met sky
reporter

The leaves have fallen, as
have the temperatures, and
Glen Frey's meteorology class
is trying to answer a question
that even the professionals are
having problems with. When is it
going to snow?
Frey, associate professor of
geography and a meteorologist,
said his class has learned all the
basics of meteorology and is
now doing weather forecasts.
"Some of my students do better than the people on television," he said.
The students do their forecasts from weather maps sent to
the University by telegraph
from the National Weather Service.

Gobble Gobble
Dressed as a turkey, Brian Batridge, senior restaurant management
and French major, entertains Steve Smith and A.J. Lovejoy at the

BG News/Alex Horvath
Wood Lane School. The Thanksgiving event was sponsored by the
Honor Student Association and provided a short skit and cookies to
children as a treat.

"We use the maps posted on
the second floor of Hanna Hall
from the last couple days to
predict what's going to happen
in the next couple days, using
information such as low fronts,
high fronts and the jet stream,"
said sophomore aerotechnology
major Jeff Hewitt.
Julia Shaffer, freshman aerotechnology major, said her forecasts and those of TV's weather
specialists turn out pretty much

FREY SAID that in addition to
doing their weather forecasts,
each student in the class has to
make 10 weather observations,
using the weather instruments
on the roof of the walkway between University and Hanna
Halls.
"They observe the same
things as the weather service
does but we unfortunately don't
have as much equipment," he
said.
Junior graphics design major
Wendy Wise explained what
they have to do for their observation. "We take measurements
such as temperature dew point,
vapor pressure, wind speed and
direction, read the barometer,
and tell the present weather
conditions and measure any precipitation, rain, if any. It generally takes me about a half hour
to do my observation."
Shaffer said she enjoys not
having to rely on others to get
weather. "When I get a Job
flying I can check the weather
myself," she said, "and be sure
that I'm not flying into a tornado
or something.

Growth cited for Fourth officer resigns from UAO
housing problems
by Valerie QptaJt
staff reporter

by Don Lee
staff reporter

Some student housing problems in the city are a result of
the University s rapid growth
during the 1960s, according to a
Housing Commission member
and a councilman-elect, both
University professors.
- Thomas Knox, associate professor of history and member of
the city Housing Commission,
said some student housing is
substandard as a result of "the
University's explosive growth
... to which the city still has yet
to catch up."
According to figures supplied
by the Office of Registration and
Records, University enrollment
more than doubled from 1960 to
1969. There were 6,229 students
enrolled in the fall of 1961, a
figure which jumped to 13,782 by
the fall of 1969, an increase of 7,553 students. By comparison, the
fall semester enrollment in 1965
is 17,151, or an increase of 3,369
for a 15-year period.
In 1960,3,317 lived on campus,
Increasing to 8,072 in 1970,
according to figures supplied by
the Housing Office.
NO FIGURES showing how
many of the off-campus students
commuted and how many lived
in student housing in the city
were available, but Hazel Smith,
director of the Off-Campus Student Center, said that the number has been divided about
equally between commuters and
students living in off-campus
housing since records were first
kept in 1968. Smith said 52.8
percent of the total main-cam-

pus enrollment lives off-campus
this year.
James Davidson Jr., assistant
professor in the College of Education and Allied Professions
and Ward 1 councilman-elect,
said much of the substandard
student housing in the city is a
result of landlords' attempts to
capitalize on that growth.
The landlords overbuilt and
there is now a surplus of housing
in the city, he said.
Davidson, who was elected to
City Council on a platform which
included promises to improve
student housing, said most substandard student bousing was a
result of failure by the city to
enforce bousing codes as well as
one of growth.
"We don't need any new
(housing) laws," he said. "AD
we need is to enforce the laws
already passed by Council."
One problem Davidson cited is
the so-called "Bowling Green
addition," so named because it
is most often seen in this city. A
"Bowling Green addition" consists of an existing single-family
house with a multiple-unit addition built on to it, converting the
structure to an apartment buildi type of structure is legal,
Davidson said.
Many single-family houses
have also been converted "...
to what you'd call rooming
houses," Davidson said.
"There was an opportunity to
make an awful lot of money by
not following (building) regulations," Davidson said, "and
that's exactly what the landlords did."

Frustration over change within the organizaton has caused the University Activities
ition's fourth executive officer to
il Volen, one of three interim committee coordinators appointed to replace resigned Jennifer Boles, said he was
frustrated with the overall management
goals of the organization.
"(The staff) is trying to change things
that worked in the past/' he said.
Although the three other officers that
resigned earlier this fall said that none of
the resignations were related, Volen said
they are.
'There's obviously a connection. With

this many resignations there's a problem
somewhere." he said.
That problem may have stemmed from
the director of the organization, Gale
Swanka, he said.
"Many philosophies, ideas and policies
start with her, ana many of us (found) those
difficult to work with, and accept," he said.
Swanka said that with many new UAO
members, policy changes were inevitable.
"It is conceivable that some people find it
is not the same organization they joined,"
she said.
Swanka, new to UAO this year, said she
could not answer to Volen's accusations.
"I'm not sure what changes he's referring
to," she said.
Volen said he attempted to preserve old
UAO policies, and that many individuals
within the organization are doing the same.

The resignations have posed other problems, according to both Volen, senior marketing major, and UAO President Eric
Rosenberg.
"So much time and energy and resources
are being spent on staffing and restarting
rather than propamming, Volen said.
Rosenberg, junior business major, said
that the resignations have had a negative
effect on the executive board.

"We're tired of all the resignations," he
said.
He added that Volen's resignation in
particular will be a loss for UAO.
"Personally 111 miss him the most of all
those who resigned," he said.
"It obviously has had a negative effect on
the exec board, but it hasn't had a negative
effect on the membership," be said.

Information sold to Soviets
BALTIMORE (AP) - A former National Security Agency
communications specialist aomitted to FBI agents that he has
sold extremely sensitive classified information about U.S. intelligence activities to the Soviet
Union, according to a federal
court document filed yesterday.
Ronald William Pelton, 44,
who worked for the NSA from
1965 to 1979, told the FBI in an
interview Sunday that he met
with KGB officer Anatoly Stavnov on several occasions from
January 1960 through January
1963, said an FBI affidavit
signed by agent David
Faulkner.
Pelton was arrested in Annapolis, Md., yesterday and ac-

cused of violating federal law
concerning the gathering of defense information for a foreign
government.
Pelton admitted receiving
cash payments from the Soviet
3;ent on several occasions, Inuding a $15,000 payoff as a
result of a trip to Vienna, Austria, in January 1963, according
to the affidavit.
Fred Warren Bennett, Pelton's court-appointed attorney,
said his client's FBI statement
should not be characterized as a
confession.
"THERE ARE a number of
potential defenses," Bennett
said.
The FBI said Pelton went to
the Soviet Embassy in Washing-

ton in January 1960 to offer to
spy for the Soviets in return for
cash. On that occasion, the FBI
said, he provided information
about "a United States intelligence collection project targeted at the Soviet Union."
Pelton had serious financial
troubles at about the time he
allegedly decided to begin his
espionage activities, having
filed for bankruptcy in April
1679, the affidavit said.
The former NSA employee
said his spy trips continued
through this year, and that he
made a trip to Vienna as recently as last April to meet with
a Soviet contact, according to
the affidavit.
According to the court docuroents, Pelton failed to meet that

contact in Vienna and was asked
to make another trip in October.
The affidavit does not give any
evidence be made the October
trip.
Pelton, an Annapolis yacht
salesman who listed a home
address in Washington, D.C.,
appeared briefly yesterday afternoon before VS. Magistrate
Daniel Klein Jr. in Baltimore.
KLEIN ORDERED him held
until a detention hearing tomorrow, when bail would be set
Pelton did not enter a plea to
the charge of conspiracy under a
federal statute prohibiting the
gathering of U.S. defense Information for a foreign government. A conviction would carry
a possible life sentence.
'

Editorial
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Ordinance unfair
The San Antonio, Texas City Council is attempting to play Mommy and Daddy by adopting a
strict rule with harsh punishment for disobedience.
The rule, a new ordinance which passed last
week by a 7-3 vote, prohibits children under the age
of 13 from attending rock shows that depict violence and illicit sex.
The maximum punishment is a $200 fine for
anyone admitting underage children to rock concerts at city-owned facilities.
The ordinance is the first such restriction ever
passed in the nation. And while Mayor Henry
Cisneros says it reflects "common sense," we
believe it is a misguided piece of legislation.
Parents ought to decide whether or not their
children should be able to attend concerts, not the
government.
Enforcement of the ordinance also is questionable. The ordinance bars anyone younger than 13
from concerts at which sadistic or masochistic sex,
rape, incest, beastiality or exhibitionism are depicted on stage. Will the Council members receive
a private screening of each concert to determine
whether youngsters should be prohibited from
attending?
The Council decided on the prohibition after a
city-hired child psychiatrist conducted a $2,000
study on the effects of rock music on youngsters.
This is one reason we question whether the Council
has the city's financial interest at heart.
Concerts are major money-makers for any city.
The city could suffer financially because major
rock groups might be hesitant to play in a city with
such restrictions.
The Council attempted to use its power earlier
this year when it considered ways of banning
objectionable lyrics at rock concerts. When a San
Antonio lawyer said such restrictions would be
unconstitutional, it started picking on concert theatrics. The Council should realize the new ordinance is not enforceable, unfair and therefore no
better than its first attempt.

English 'foreign' to TAs
by Sura ah Canagaraja
It is with great sympathy that
the foreign teaching assistants
read the problems experienced
by American students as exfressed in the letter "Foreign
As Confusing."
No doubt the American student is faced with the problem of
not only comprehending the new
i presented in the class,
but also grappling with the medium through wnich they are
presented the "strange EnSlish" of the foreign instructor.
ut this problem has to be approached from a broader perspective if both groups are to
gain a realistic understanding of
the issue.
The correspondents conclude:
"... they should have to pass an
oral exam demonstrating that
they are able to speak English
fluently." The question that occurs to the foreign TA is, which
"English" he should speak if he
is to be considered "fluent" by
the students.

Your editorial of Nov. 19 reveals a glaring error in logic:
you assume it was the police
who were at fault for the fiasco
at BGSU's final home football
game this season. In fact, the
immature and thoughtless fans
who stormed the goal posts like
so many lemmings off to the sea
were at fault; it was they who
caused the injuries, not the police or security guards.
Furthermore, just how many
police officers would have sufficed to hold back the demented
crowd? 200? 400? One for each
mad scrambler whose brains whatever little he or she had were apparently left back on
the stadium seats? Perhaps you
would have been appeased if
each officer had had his or her
D drawn and cocked at anyy who even considered entering the field - certainly such
"planning" would indeed have
stopped a good number of these
wayward fans dead in their
tracks, no doubt.
You can gab on all you like
about "boys (and girls) will be
boys (and girls)", but the fact is
that the world has seen enough
tragedies occur from such
"good-natured" fans at sporting
events, and intelligent people
know better than to let "tradition" cause a fractured skull or
worse.
Let's put the blame precisely
were it belongs-on the relatively few but assuredly childish
students who felt compelled to
charge the Held. They were
lucky that they fared better than
the lemmings they were so remi-

that the correspondents appreciate the fact that the presence
of the foreign TAs affords an
exposure to a different culture.
But what is difficult to understand is how one can understand
another's culture without appreciating the other's language. We
needn't go into an anthropological discussion into how one's
language reflects and even determines one's culture. Suffice it
to say that the foreign TA's
English is part of his identity
ana he cannot escape from it
even if he wants to.
Obviously, as the foreign TAs
are less in number, it is easier
for them to take greater Initiative in making adjustments to
the American accent - though
as has been discussed earlier,
they wont be successful in
speaking exactly like and American. Though the correspondents
request that he take an exam to
prove his fluency, it has to be
pointed out that he does not take
one but two exams before be

starts teaching. First he does
the TOEFL exam without which
be cannot even gain admission
to an American university. Then
he takes another exam - including an oral one - conducted by
the English Dept. of the University. At least mis should show
that he has a fair (if not good)
mastery of the basic grammar even though his accent may be
different.
So, not one but both sides have
to make adjustments in making
this cultural encounter rich and
valuable. But to ignore the multiplicity of "Englishes" and the
inevitable problems of any second language learner, and demand that be speak one's own
variety of English or to label
him not fluent" would only
betray a subtle form of "linguistic imperialism" that would reflect America's international
relations in this neo-colonial era.
Canagaraja Is a teaching assistant in the Department of
Ethnic Studies from Sri Lanka.

The usage of English today is
so complicated that no speaker
can comprehend the other without some effort. Within America
itself there are the New York
dialect, the Texas "variety,' and
the Black English, among others. These have differences not
only in pronunciation but also in
vocabulary that sometimes
baffle Americans themselves!
Even the standard American
English used for formal purposes such as broadcasting is
but another class dialect - that
of the educated white middle
classes - and cannot be considered as enjoying a wide usage.
The situation in the international scene is still more complex. It is ironic that until
recently the "colonial" British
considered the "English" spo-

Letters
Students at fault
in goal post 'fiasco*

ken in the United States as nothing more than slang! The Australians have their own variety
of pronunication and vocabulary
that further shows that even
among countries that use English as their first language,
English is not all that uniform.
So in the international scene
today there is no one homogene" h" but a mutipucity
(the plural
I; not another grammatical error of a fumbling foreign
TA!) It is only written English
that any international standard
prevails. So to demand that others speak one's own variety of
D. or to look down on
r's variety of English, is
not a healthy attitude.
The fact is that the foreign TA
for whom English is a second
language will not be able to
perfectly produce the American
or British accent even if he
wants to-just as he cannot
whiten his skin completely!
Anyhow, it is pleasant to note

Liquor unveils stupidity

niscient of - through no fault of
their own, of course.

needless and ineffective resistance.

Stephanie Moran
1
EngUdli Dept.

It is too bad people had to be
hurt due to inexperience and
stupidity on the part of the Bowling Green enforcement departments.

Police unprofessional
As a concerned student I have
some questions about "Public
Safety/'
If the University safety enforcement department is Interested in the safety of the
students, why did they create a
dangerous situation at the conclusion of the Toledo football
game on Nov. 16?
It was clear that some 3,000
fans far outnumbered the 10 to
15 police officers that were acting truly unprofesslonally.
As the fans stormed onto the
field in jubilation, the police and
contest management created
the trouble that was to follow.
The few who thought they
were in charge began to hit and
threaten the students of this
University.
Can William Bess, director of
Public Safety, honestly say that
this situation was advantageous?
Far less damage and injury
would have been caused if there
would have been no "Rambo
type" behavior by the enforcement people.
I was there and I saw several
students being threatened and
assaulted by a few belligerent
police officers and contest management people.
It was clear that far less trouble would have resulted If the
students would have been allowed to celebrate without the

CralgDomers
CSConklln

Start band bowl fund
On New Year's Day. 1949, I
played in the Rose Bowl.
In the band.
And I've never forgotten the
experience.
which is why I feel so strongly
that the University marching
band must go to the California
Bowl, and why I'm ready to
contribute to a fund to help
make it happen - if only some
University agency or organization will set up such a fund.
Seems to me that it ought not
to be too difficult to do it through
the College of Musical Arts or
the athletic department or
through Alumni and Development, but it ought to be done
quickly so that the members of
the band do not lose one of the
best rewards available to them
for the hard work and dedication
that go into a season on the field.
It'll be a shame if it doesn't
happen.
Dr. Emil Daniker
Associate Professor
School of Mass Communication

by Brett A. Collins
I would like to address the
imbecilic, immature behavior of some of my fellow students; those who don't know
bow to conduct themselves
after drinking.
As we all know, some of our
worst human qualities generally come out when we drink
alcohol. As a black student on
this predominantly white
campus, I have been verbally
assaulted several times during my three years at the
University, but recently I
have also been the victim of
unwarranted physical assaults (by drunk white
males) that I find a bit harder
to ignore.
The first incident occurred
a little over a month ago: I
was riding my bike down
Summit Street when a carload of (white) guys rode past
me and stopped They backed
up, stopped, and when I rode
past them, one of the passengers threw an almost full can
of beer at me, which struck
me on the shoulder, splashing
beer all over my face, I
stopped, wiped the beer off
my face and stood in disbelief.
The most recent Incident

occurred last Friday night: I
was on my way home from
work at 2:30 ajn., when my
civil rights were once again
violated. I was riding my bike
down Wooster Street with
three young ladies when some
big, drunk, (white) stranger
who was approaching us, said
to me, "I don't think you
know what the —you're talking about!" He then pushed
me off my bike! Once again, I
stood in disbelief. I asked him
what the so and so was his
problem, but bis slurred
speech and bloodshot eyes
provided the answer for him.
I immediately assumed a defensive posture and told him
what I would do to his throat,
but since I was not drunk. I
was able to think rationally.
One side of me said, "Stay
calm and just ride away. After all, this drunk punk is fifty
pounds heavier and a half foot
taller than you. You are by
yourself (the three young ladies had kept walking), and
he has a friend with him who
is equally as big and drunk as
he is." The other, more volatile side of me said. "This
crazy so and so pushed you off
of your bike into the street.
Kill him!" Eventually, the
rational part of me took over
and after a brief mind game
with him, I went to the Office

BLOOM COUNTY

PS - There may be those among
readers of The News who don't
believe Northwestern University ever went to the Rose Bowl,
let alone won, but we did on that
New Year's Day, 1949-20-14
over the University of California.
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of Public Safety and reported
what happened. They tried,
but couldn't catch up with my
"assailant," If you will.
I chose to mention that I am
black because that is the obvious reason I was harassed.
I mean, the guys in the car
could have kept driving, but
they stopped and backed up.
The big jerk on Wooster could
have picked any one of the
many people who were walking down the street to harass,
but he chose me!
I write out of frustration,
St I know that this is probay the best way to deal with
my anger. My point is that
every student on this campus
is responsible for his or her
own conduct. That is something we should all keep in
mind. Many people have been
maimed or even killed at the
hands of drunk people. I, for
one, do not plan to he one of
them. So, people, next time
you are walking home drunk
after the bars close, please
think twice before you begin
harassing someone you don't
know, because if you harass
the wrong person, it might
very well be the last thing you
do.
Collins is a junior creative
writing major from Toledo.
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Respond
TheBG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, doublespaced and signed. Your address and phone number must
beinduded
The Sews reserves the right to
reject submissions that are in
bad taste, malicious or libelous.
AD submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions
to:
Editorial Editor
TheBG News
ZU West Hall
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Uhlmans set Four years often stretch on
for opening
by June F.uble
staff reporter

by Susan McDonald
reporter
Fulfilling the commitment
of having a complete department store in Bowling Green
is one of the purposes of the
Uhlman's Home Store, 101 S.
Main Street, set to open Friday, according to Toby
Baker, director of public relations for Uhlman's Department Store.
Baker said the company
wanted to do a full department store at their store that
replaced Macy's, but the
building was not large
enough. Uhlman's Home
Store is located at the site of
the former Uhlman's Women's Clothing Store.
It is also the former location of the French Knot Craft
Store and the remodeled
lobby of the old Mfflikin Hotel.
"It's made the entire down-

town area a little stronger,"
Baker said. "People in Bowling Green would prefer to
shop in Bowling Green if they
ha a a selection."
Students are also included
in the purpose of the store,
Baker said, since the store
realizes students sometimes
have trouble setting up their
apartments or rooms on a
DESIGNED TO meet all of
the price and selection needs,
the store's prices range from
69 cents to unestimated prices
of china, he said.
This merchandise includes
domestics, such as linens,
shower curtains, towels and
bedding, brass, wicker, crystal, china, silverware, luggage, housewares and small
r'iances. The store will
have a Bridal Registry
and a working kitchen where
cooking demonstrations will
beheld.

The traditional belief that a college education takes four years to acquire is often a
myth for today's students.
Due to double majors, changes in majors
and late decisions in majors, some students
need extra semesters or summer school to
graduate, said Sylvia Smith, College of
Business Administration student counselor.
She said that more than half of the May
1965 graduates in that college took summer
classes either here or at other universities.
Bob Gibson, a fifth year visual communication technology major, said there are
many reasons his graduation is delayed. He
began with three areas of specializations,
but dropped two, transferred to Kent State
for a semester and needed co-op positions.
"I could've graduated in four years if I'd
planned my summers right, but I had bad
luck in finding co-op positions," he said.
SOME MAJORS involve more hours than
the University minimum of 122, requiring
students to take longer to graduate, said
Jane Wood, College of Education and Allied
Professions' director of program advisement. In the College of Education, the
speech and bearing therapy major requires
138 hours and early childhood education
requires 144, she said.

Wood said more students in education are
choosing to take double majors, such as
elementary education and special education, which usually take more than eight
semesters.
Certain factors in the College of Health
and Human Services make a four-year
graduation difficult, said Jennifer Spielvogel, assistant to the dean. However, she
said, many students still finish on time.
Most students in that college are in programs that require special admittance procedures, Spielvogel said. Admittance is
allowed once a year in certain programs,
such as nursing, physical therapy and medical technology. If students are not accepted
into the programs the first time they apply,
graduation will probably be delayed, she
said.

SHE SAID the programs are difficult to
get into because of strict licensing requirements.
Also, all of the programs in the college are
either accredited or under accreditation
review. Accreditation requirements are stiff
and if a program is not accredited, it's
almost worthless, Spielvogel said.
Another reason that students sometimes
take longer to graduate is that they don't
decide in their first semester, Spielvogel
said.
Some programs have a large number of

Council stocks up on market tips
by Susan McDonald
reporter

For University students who
faithfully follow the Dow Jones
industrial average or who just
periodically dabble in the stock
market, several "hot tips" of
stocks as well as keys for testing
a company were presented at a
recent meeting of the Northwest
Buckeye Council of the National
Association of Investors Corporation (NAIC).
The purpose of the program,
held last Tuesday, was "to get
clubs and individual investors
involved to share information
with each other," said Art Neal.
sociology professor and council
program chairman. Participants were representatives

from clubs such as the Shared
Interest Club, individual investors and delegates to the NAIC
national convention recently
held in Chicago.
"I think Bowling Green students might start looking at
stocks as a possible way to invest their money. This is a good
way to get started," said Joan
Gordon, chairwoman of the
board.
NEAL SAID it is important for
potential investors to look at the
price rate of the stock as well as
where the market is. If the
stocks are overpriced, he said,
saving cash instead of investing
might be advisable. He also said
an individual investor might
make more money "by playing
the swings of the market"

More advice for possible investors was given by Membership Chairman Billie
Harrington, whose tips came
from Ken Janke, national president of the NAIC. Harrington
said keys to good-growth companies are the position and labor
costs of the company as well as
if the company is free from
foreign competition. The possibility for the company to develop new products is also a
factor, she said.
Harrington also stressed several factors to avoid in a company when purchasing stocks.
She said investors should avoid
a one-product company and
"fallen angels," which is when
the price of a company's stocks
decreases and an investor picks
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Julie Buffenbarger
Karen Kyle
Jacklyn Bilas
Melissa Black
Trisha Bott
Jacqueline Bugner
Timothy Bush
Amy Clapper
Vanessa Coffey
Timothy Collins
Cheri Copeland
Robert Craig
Janet Cramer
Rita Creps
Christine Csucsai
Donna Difiore
Laurie Dillman
Myra Egbert
Brenda Fetcenko
Joseph Fetzer
Lorna Fleck
Lori Freeman
Amy Gallimore

Lisa Gorman
Jennifer Heinl
Jilaine Henley
Pamela Hunington
Judy Johnson
George Kofteros
Kunendran Kularajah
Amy Livingston
Judith Lord
Mary Lorentz
Stacy Manges
Margaret McGing
Jane McFee
Wendy Moorman
Marc Orlando
Lyn Parsons
Teresa Petry
Pamela Priebel
Katherine Riegle
Craig Ricard
Carrie Roads
Joanna Russ

Junior Advisor
Graduate Advisor
Laura Saketrik
Christine Santorelli
Janice Saureman
Lori Schaffert
Lori Schmalz
Dana Sergent
Douglas Smith
Elizabeth Smith
Cynthia Socha
Steven Spinks
Jacintha Stall
Rhonda Sterrick
Donna Stutzman
Navendran Thiagendran
Mary Triska
Janine Tschan
Daniel Waldo
Brenda Warden
Julie Westcott
Shiela Westendorf
Elizabeth Young

GET READY FOR A GREAT YEAR!
HAPPY THANKSGIVING
P.S. You will be hearing from the officers soon.

STUDENTS IN music composition and
music history, who need from 127 to 138
hours to graduate, do not have a problem
completing them in four years, said Jafran
Jones, chairman of the department.

Parking limited
Falcon Club permit needed
Parking will be restricted
in lots N and 14, between
Memorial Hall and the Student Services Building, on
days or evenings of nome
basketball games.
Cars bearing faculty, staff
or student panting decals will
not be permitted in these lots
during the hours listed below
unless the car also displays a
Falcon Club parking permit.
Home games include:
Nov. 30, against Akron.
Lots restricted noon-7 p.m.
Dec. 12, Defiance. 5-9 p.m.
Dec. 21, Indiana State. 5-9
p.m.

Jan. 4, Western Michigan.
5-9 p.m.
Jan. 11, Ohio University. 11
a.m.-4 p.m.
Jan. 15, Eastern Michigan.
5-9 p.m.
Jan. 22, Northern niinois. 59 p.m.
Jan. 29, Ball State. 5-9 p.m.
Feb. 3, Eastern Kentucky.
5-9p.m.
Feb. 5, Central Michigan. 59 p.m.
Feb. 15, Toledo. Noon-7
p.m.
Feb. 22, Kent State. Noon-7
p.m.
March 1, Miami. 11 a.m.-4
p.m.

%
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Dana Shaw

Thomas Tallarico. chairman of music
education, said it is theoretically possible to
graduate in music education, which requires from 130 to 134 hours, in four years,
but there are often delays.
"The music education program has always been jam-packed," he said.
Tallarico said he also advises students to
become certified in a minor, which adds 20
to 26 hours of requirements, because it gives
students an added dimension when they
approach a school system.
Other programs in the music college do
not have a problem with requirements because they do not have to take any statemandated courses, said David Roger, chairman of performance studies, in performance studies,"students can pick up an
academic minor quite easily," he said.

I

CONGRATULATIONS NEW MEMBERS $
AND 1985 OFFICERS
<?
Michael Hoffman
Tom Besancon
Cindy Lammert
Chris Nickel
Mike Doherty

it up because of the low price.
Stocks should be sold when a
company's profits are declining,
she added.
Gordon also stressed a tip
from Charles Uhlman, editor of
"Growth Stock Outlook." that
investors should diversify their
money in different stocks, not
putting more than S percent of
their money into one stock.
Several companies which
have good-growth stocks to
study were presented by Gordon. Some of these were Arrowflez Labs, which manufactures
defensive and military equipment, American Greetings,
since its revenues have been up
for the past 79 years and CarterWallace, a drug and toiletry
products company.

Suired core classes and if students take
ra classes, they may be behind schedule
for graduation.
In the College of Music, "students are
advised to minimize the number of superfluous courses," Richard Kennell, assistant
dean, said.
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TH€S€AlO FOR
SrOCK JU5T€HD€D
In November you «Una STAR TREK III
THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK only oThe Move Channel It snot on HBO' o<
Cinema*' Pkis you ■ see an exclusive*
interview *•!" its star anO OVeCtO'
LeonafQ Nimoy The ueh continues as
pan 01 a month of Fin—lie Vofigee.
only on The Mov# C tannet

PLACES IN
Oscar-winner Sally Field stars
in this spirited and poignant drama
about hardships in the heartland
8:00 THURSDAY

WOOD CABLE TV
352-0424

WOOD CABLE TV
352-4424

3
TWA andAAA proudly present. ..

FALCON FLORIDA
FLYAWAY II
What you win: Round trip airfare for two to sunny Florida!
How to enter: Attend Falcon home basketball games. With each All-Sports
Pass exchange or $2.00 student General Admission ticket you
will receive a coupon. Pill it out and drop it in the TWA-AAA
Falcon Florida Flyaway coupon container in the Main Lobby
of Anderson Arena when you attend the game. The more
games you attend, the greater your chance of winning!
How to win: You must be present at the March 1 Miami game to win.
Winning coupon to be drawn at halftime.
Prepare yourself for Florida by attending all home games. First 1,000
fans at each game to receive "Florida" promotional items. Only
BGSU students are eligible to win the trip to Florida. AH fans eligible
for promotional giveaways.

SPEND YOUR HOT WINTER
NIGHTS IN ANDERSON ARENA!
FOLLOW THE FALCONS AND
WIN A TRIP TO FLORIDA!!
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Group offers advice

News Briefs

First Hope gives new option to pregnant women

Israeli prime minister may discuss peace with Morocco

by Amy Reyes
reporter

Added help is available for
pregnant women in Wood
County thrash a new organization called First Hope.
Support, counseling and referral services are also available
from programs at the Wood
County Health Department, the
University Health Center and
Planned Parenthood.
Six months ago several Christian organizations in Bowling
Green began First Hope. Its
primary concern is providing
services to pregnant women,
said Larry Hickman, director of
the organization.
A committee effort through
public surveys prompted the
organization, HicKman said. A
high percentage of citizens, local businesses and charity contributions in the Bowling Green
area supported the program in
its development stages.
They provide their services to
anyone ui need of them and have
served about nine University
students in the last 2V4 weeks.
FIRST HOPE is strictly confidential and provides alternatives for women to choose from,
including counseling, legal assistance referrals, community
resources, support, clothing and
materials for the baby.
"We pile the resources to-

gether and direct them to their
need," Hickman said.
In 1972 the Wood County
Health Department began pregnancy testing for county women.
In 1980, due to loss of financial
backing from the federal government, the program was
cancelled and transferred to
Planned Parenthood, 920 N.
Main St.
Due to popular demand, pregnancy testing was revived last
October, said Nancy Kinney,
director of nursing services.
She said the agency continued
to receive requests every month
about pregnancy testing indicating "that people looked at this
agency as a place where they
could get this service from."
Patients dropped out of the
prenatal program because of the
cancellation, she said. The program consists of a physical examination, information on child
care, birth, nutrition counseling
throughout pregnancy and regular check-ups.
"The bottom line of all this is
if one is pregnant that they get
early prenatal care," Kinney
said.
THE CENTER is required to
keep all patient information confidential. Counselors do not notify parents of the pregnancy
but, we encourage students to
tell parents," Kinney said.
The prenatal program and
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Do you have your
Christmas shopping done?
Come shopping with UAO
^& at the biggest shopping £g
mall around!
"■c
Where: Fairlane Mall, Dearborn, Michigan
When: December 8,1985
Meet at Union Oval at 10:30 a.m.
Well will Return to B.G. around
6:30 p.m.
Cost: $6.00
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The Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for

pregnancy testing are open to
anyone, although students are
encouraged to see the Student
Health Center first, Kinney said.
Toe University Health Center
also offers pregnancy testing to
University women.
Joanne Navin, nurse clinician
at the center, said a counselor
reviews the results with the patient the same day the test is
administered. If the results are
negative, the meeting between
counselor and patient could be a
"teachable time."
Patients are prepped on options and sources in the community. Nurses refer the patient to
the Toledo Hospital, Planned
Parenthood or the Link if further counseling is needed.
Information counselors receive is confidential by request
of the patient. "If they are 18,
they are an adult," making
them responsible for their actions, Navin said.
Planned Parenthood has been
providing services such as pregnancy testing, counseling and
referrals to other agencies, to
Bowling Green women for the
past two years, said Jill Hanna,
coordinator of volunteer services.
If the patient is pregnant, the
agency is confidential with all
information and presents her
with options and referrals,
Hanna said.

U.S. military shopping center bombed, suspects sought
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP) - Two
men believed to be carrying Moroccan passports became prime suspects yesterday in the
hunt for those who bombed a U.S. military
; center, West German authorities re-
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■
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Sunday's car bombing wounded 35 people,
almost all of them U.S. civilians and servicemen. Three remained hospitalized yesterday. A
serviceman, who had been listed in serious
condition, was upgraded to good condition.
Officials have refused to release the names of
the injured.
Authorities had first said the attack looked
like the work of West German leftist terrorists.

Ghanian pleads no contest to spy charges
WASHINGTON (AP) - A cousin of Ghana's
military leader has secretly pleaded no contest
to spying on the United States and was swapped
back to his homeland yesterday in exchange for
close to 10 Ghanaians "of interest to the United
States," a Justice Department spokesman said.
Spokesman John Russell said Michael Soussoudis, 39, who has been in U.S. custody since
his arrest at a suburban motel July 10, was
remanded to the custody of Ghana's ambassador to the United States. Eric Otoo, on condition
that Soussoudis leave this country soon.
Soussoudis is a cousin of Lt. Jerry Rawlings,

the military leader of Ghana, and had publicly
denied charges that he was a spy.
But Russell said Soussoudis pleaded no contest at a closed hearing last week in U.S.
District Court in nearby Alexandria, Va.. to two
counts under the espionage act, each of which
carried a maximum 10-year penalty.
Yesterday, Soussoudis was sentenced to 20
years in prison, but the sentence was reduced
by U.S. District Judge Richard Williams to
time served and be was turned over to the
Ghanaian ambassador.
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It- closed on Mondays
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Fun in the Snow
with UAO!
College Days in Steamboat
Skiing Package
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HAIR
REPAIR!
quality comes first"
352*2566
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made at the UAO office,
3" floor Union.
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THE BG NEWS
for
Spring Semester 1986
Applications available at 214 West Hall.
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m.

- THE BG NEWS
Tuesday, December 17

Congratulate the MAC Champion Falcons on their achievements this season and
read firsthand in-depth accounts of their
second California Bowl appearance.
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ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Thurs, Dec. 12,4 p.m.

Special Edition Spot Color Available

QUQDQNQE
TWO-FERS

All Day WV11 Night
WORLD'S GREATEST APPETIZERS
Two for the Price of One

EVERY TUESDAY
110 N. MAIN

Later they said foreigners might have been
responsible, and federal police issued a
statement saying the silver-blue metallic BMW
535 sedan in which the explosives were packed
had been bought Saturday by two men ''apparently carrying Moroccan passports."
Authorities issued descriptions and composite pictures of the pair and asked possible
witnesses to report any sightings of the men,
described as being in their 30s.
"They may be Arabs," the statement said,
adding that both were definitely foreigners and
that only one spoke any German. One man's
name appeared on his passport as "Azuz Mohsein."
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the king and myself.
myself, and I will be hauov
happy to mee
meet
with him."
Peres was responding to an offer made
earlier yesterday by Hassan that the two leaders meet in Morocco if the Israeli prime minister had a serious proposal to make, said
Baruch Askerov, an aide to Peres.

TEL AVIV,
AVIV. Israel (AP) - Prime Minister
Shimon Peres said yesterday he is willing to
meet Morocco's King Hassan II and discuss
peace in the Middle East, an aide told The
Associated Press.
Peres was quoted by the aide as saying,
"There were exchanges of messages between

352-1092

at the

University Center
135-24 (100) ASA
110-24 (100) ASA
15 EXP. DISC (200) ASA

n.
3 Rolls

$5.00

Sports
BG in a class by themselves

McClures finally
connect on pass

by Tom Reed
assistant sports editor

ATHENS, Ohio - On Saturday,
finals week began at Ohio University.
: Freshman coach Cleve Bryant
will undoubtedly receive a failing mark during his first term.
But his Bobcats deserve an "A"
for effort in their last test of the
season.
On the other hand. Bowling
Green's Denny Stolz has made
the grade all year. And while the
Falcons struggled against OU,
their valedictorian pulled them
through.
Senior quarterback Brian McClure threw for 479 yards as he
led the undefeated Falcons to a
38-17 victory over the Bobcats, 29, at Penden Stadium.
In his final regular season
outing, McClure broke the MidAmerican Confernce singlegame record for most passing
yards. He became only the second quarterback in NCAA Division I history to reach the 10,000
passing plateau.
Now those are marks which
any mother would proudly displayon the refrigerator.
"This is truly a special-career
ending performance for Brian,"
Stolz said. "He is the best passer
in the MAC and today I think he
showed why."
MCCLURE'S EFFORT
capped a brilliant career which
left him 289 yards shy of Doug
Flutie's 10,579-yard career passing mark. BG s effort also put
the lid on a perfect season something no MAC team has
accomplished since Miami did it
in 1974.
While Stolz had taken a "no
comment" approach to comparing this year's team with other
great MAC squads of the past,
he kept reporters' pens busy
after Saturday's victory.
"This has to be the best football team ever in the MAC,"
Stolz said. "I don't think there's
ever been more skill on one
team in this league, from McClure all the way down."
The way McClure started
against OU, it appeared Flutie's

Brothers hook up on final play
by K»rl Smith
sports editor
ATHENS, Oh. - The statistic sheets from Saturday's
game with Ohio University
show that Bowling Green's
Brian McClure's final regular
season pass covered 15 yards.
But to McClure and his receiver, it covered a few
years.
A Leslie Harris interception gave the Falcons the ball
with only 11 seconds remaining and most fans expected
McClure to take the snap, go
down on one knee and run the
! clock out.
1

Instead, McClure dropped
back to pass and connected
' with brother Bill for 15 yards.
It was a pass they had been
, thinking about all season. The
two played together at Rootstown High School and combined on about 15 passes
during the 1982 high school
playoffs.
OU fans may have thought
the pass unnecessary since
I the Falcons had a 38-17 lead,
but Brian said he meant no
1
harm.

Photo/Phil Masturzo
Bowling Green defensive back Dean Bryson breaks up a pass to Ohio University's Bill Seder. Bryson didn't
hang on to the ball, but the Falcons won 38-17 Saturday in Athens to end the regular season 11 -0. BG plays In
the California Bowl Dec. 14 In Fresno against Fresno State

record might fall. The 6-6 signal
caller fired two touchdowns and
red for nearly 300 yards in
first half to help spot BG a
24-0 lead.
Late in the first quarter, McClure hit flanker Ken Rankin
with a 21-yard touchdown strike.
Early in the second period, split

end Stan Hunter made a lunging
one-handed 31-yard touchdown
grab which gave the MAC
champs a 14-0 lead.
HOWEVER, MCCLURE not
only saved his best, but at times
his worst, for last.
The Ravenna native threw
five interceptions in Saturday's

game. That's one individual record his grandchildren will
probably never hear about.
In the opening minutes of the
third quarter, defensive back
Eric Edwards intercepted a McClure aerial at BG's 27 yardline.
Edwards theft triggered OU's
• See Football, page 7.

"I wasn't trying to run the
score up and I wasn't trying
to pad my stats, It's just
something I always wanted to
. do. Completing a pass to my
brother has been built up all
year and it finally nappened," he said. "It made me
happy and my family happy,
I'm glad he (Bill) got to catch
one."
THE CHANCE to reinstate
the "McClure Connection"
almost escaped the two Falcons. In the second quarter,
Bill, a sophomore, came in

Brian

Bill

Falcons rewrite
record book, page 6.
but before Brian could get rid
of the ball, he was forced
outof bounds by the Bobcat
rush.
"I just got caught up at the
line of scrimmage ana got out
on my pattern late," Bill said.
But Brian didn't let the
second chance slip by.
"1 was worried that we
wouldn't get the ball back,"
Brian said. "I called the play,
I hope coach (Denny Stolz)
isn't mad at me for throwing
the ball. They (OU) were
expecting us to just run out
the clock and I knew we could
get the dump pass."
Stolz wasn't upset, just surprised that Brian made the
suggestion.
'^rVe figured it was now or
the Cal Bowl," Stolz said.
"It's something Bruin wanted
to do and it was the first
request he's made in four
years."
Bill said be felt plenty of
pressure of knowing there
was only one play left for the
"McClure Connection" to be
rekindled.
"I was nervous, but Brian
thought of the play." Bill
said. "I was hoping to be open
and, thank God, I was."

Pineo playing like a veteran
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

BG News/Joe Phelan
Michigan State Brad Beck has little to celebrate about after the Falcons beat the Spartans 6-5 in the Ice
Arena to avenge a 4-3 Bowling Green loss In East Lansing, Mich. Friday.

OT crucial in MSCI split
by Tom SkernlviU
sports reporter

Bowling Green's hockey team taught Michigan State overtime doesn't always pay extra
dividends.
After falling to the Spartans 4-3 with only 34
seconds remaining in Friday night's overtime
game at East Lansing, the Falcons came from
Behind to defeat MSU 6-5 on freshman Clarke
Pineo's goal 34 seconds into OT, Saturday
night in the BG Ice Arena.
Saturday's dramatics enabled the Falcons
to hold a one point lead over the Spartans in
the race for the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association title. BG, ranked fifth in the
WMEB-Media Poll, tipped their overall record
to 10-4 and CCHA record to 9-3, while MSU,
ranked second and defenders of the CCHA
crown, dropped to 8-3-1 and into a tie with
Lake Superior.
BG coach Jerry York was very pleased with
the outcome of the series regardless of the
Falcons' emotional loss at Munn Arena, Friday.
"When you lose the first night, a split is
always good," York said. "These were two
evenly matched teams. It was a fitting split."
Evenly matched couldn't have been a more
fitting description of the two hockey powerhouses.
SATURDAY'S GAME was deadlocked after
each period, and, after the previous night's
extra period, OT came as no surprise to the
sellout crowd of 3,411.
But Pineo, the left wing on BG's first line,
decided MSU wasn't deserving of a chance to
slip a goal past BG goalie Gary Kruzich as
Spartan Bruce Rendall had done the night
before.
Pineo took a pass from Jamie Wansbrough,

who had drawn MSU goaltender Bob Essensa
to the left of the net, and stuffed the puck into
the open goal for his fifth goal of the year and
first game-winner as a Falcon.
The swift OT goal broke the previous record
for the fastest overtime goal by three seconds.
Wansbrough had beaten Western Michigan 37
seconds into OT only two weeks earlier.
The line of Wansbrough, Pineo and Paul
Ysebaert combined for eight points against
the Spartan's CCHA-leading defense, which
had given up only 31 goals going into the
' 'I reallly didn't think their defense was that
strong. We played our own game," Pineo said.
"I couldn't ask for a better thing, it was my
first goal at home (in Bowling Green)."
PINEO AND company were handed the
opportunity for heroics by Brian McKee,
whose power play goal with less than four
minutes in the third period sent the game into
overtime.
The goal was especially redeeming since
MSU's league-leading penalty killing unit had
stopped BG's league-leading power play
squad in the 10 previous man advantage
situation for the Falcons.
But McKee, whose eight goals this season
include seven power play goals, knew that
BG's high scoring power play would come
around.
"I just think we were due," McKee said.
"We had done well setting up earlier but we
didn't rapitaltz*. Finally there was an exception. I had an opportunity I couldn't miss."
Once again, the Falcons failed to hold a lead
late in the game.
Iain Duncan's second goal of the game had
put BG ahead 3-1 midway through the second
period and the Falcon defense, led by Kruzich
• See Hockey, page 7.

Bowling Green freshman left
wing Clarke Pineo isn't performing like it's his first year of
college hockey.
In fact, the 5-1
foot-ll, 180-1
pounder is playing like a cagey I
veteran. Fresh-1
men aren't sup- [
posed to score I
the game-win-1 Plneo
^,,
ning goal like
Pineo did in BG's 6-5 overtime
victory Saturday over the second-ranked team in the nation,
Michigan State.
Nor are they expected to score
on a penalty shot like he did
Friday in the Falcons' 4-3 loss to
the Spartans. Pineo took the
puck at center ice and went oneon-one with MSU goalie Norm
Foster, beating Foster low to his
glove hand.
The game-winner on Saturday
was netted just 34 seconds into
the extra period, making it the
fastest Of goal in BG
breaking the mark of 37!
by Jamie Wansbrough in an 8-7
win over Western Michigan last
weekend. Ironically, Wansbrough assisted on Pineo's goal.
"Jamie did all the work just
getting to the puck," Pineo said.
"He then made a perfect pass to

me with two guys hanging on
him. I was just glad to be there."
WANSBROUGH SAID he
didn't see anybody in front of the
net, but he knew somebody
would be there.
"I backhanded it in front of
the goalie and I had a feeling
somebody was going for the
net," Wansbrough said. "It took
me four years to get my first
overtime goal and Clarke gets
one as a freshman. It really is a
confidence-builder.''
Coinddentally, Pineo was being recruited by both the Falcons and Spartans before
choosing to attend BG.
"I'm very happy to be here,"
Pineo said. "I'm sure I made the
right choice. It is kind of ironic
that I got a game-winning goal
against Michigan State since it
was between (here and BG for
college."
Last season, Pineo scored 90
points in 48 games for the Dixie
Beehives of the Ontario Junior
Hockey League, but his adjustment to college hockey wasn't as
Siuick as expected. For the first
our games this season, Pineo
didn't dress because of the depth
and experience of the returning
Falcons.
"I KNEW what I needed to do
tobreak into the lineup," Pineo
said. "So I did what I had to and
kept working hard for a chance

to play and it paid off."
In Pineo's first game against
Michigan, he scored his first
collegiate goal in the third period in a 7-5 loss to the Wolverines on Oct. 25.
Since that weekend, Pineo has
been skating on a line with
Wansbrough, an AU-American
candidate and and Paul Ysebaert, the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association's Rookie of
the Year. Pineo has scored nine
points in 10 games this season.
"I think it's great playing on
the same line with the two test
players in the league," Pineo
said.' 'I'm glad to be there. I just
hope to keep working hard the
rest of the year."
Falcon coach Jerry York said
Pineo works hard to be a successful hockey player.
"Clarke has had a super freshman season so far," York said.
"He has the heart and drive to
be a good hockey player."
Pineo said when he was growing up all be thought about was
getting a college scholarship to
play hockey.
"I guess that was my dream,"
be said. "Now I want to help
lead BG to a successful season
and another NCAA
championship."

Women cagers seek MAC title
by Paul SIM
sports reporter

Just six seconds remain on the
clock. Bowling Green's women's
basketball team has the ball outof-bounds, trailing by one.
Rhonda Moore fires a pass to
Stephanie Coe as the seconds
tick away. Coe sprints to the top
of the key and launches one
toward the hoop. The ball
thumps off the heel of the rim,
but 6-1 Joelyn Shoup skies to
grab the rebound. She pops up a
quick shot as the clock turns to
goose eggs. Nothing but twine.
Okay, okay. So a last-second
finish like that one probably
wont happen; but a first-place
finish just might.
The Falcons take to the hardwood tonight at the University of
Detroit to open their 1985-86 camcoach Fran Voll anx-

iously awaits the clash with the
Titans.
"We have to start
sometime," Voll said. '
is a good test coming out of the
shoot for us."
BG RETURNS three seniors
to this year's squad, which
shapes up to be one of experience. Shoup earned first team
all-MAC honors last season, and
led the Falcons, as well as the
MAC, In rebounding averaging
13.6 a game. She set a school
record for rebounds in a season
with 839, and still managed to
finish third on the team in scoring with a 12.9 average.
As far as Coe launching shots
from the key, it is a regular
occurence. The forward from
Utica, Mich., led the Falcons in
scoring last year averaging 14.7
points a game. Coe also topped
double figures in scoring in 21 of
25 games, including a season

and career-high of 25 points
against Kent State.
Rounding out the seniors is 510 Rhonda Moore. She made a
successful transition from guard
to forward last year and finished
second on the team in scoring
with 13.6 markers a game. After
getting the most playing time of
any Falcon last season, Moore
will be looked on to fulfill much
of the same duties.
BG returns four players at the
guard position including Wendi
Huntley, Dawn Brown, and
Sherrie Voyles. Laurie Kehres.
a transfer from Kent State, will
add some depth as well as freshman Paulette Backstrom and
walk-on Sue Gahn.
DAWN EASTMAN and Barb
Bishop will bolster the forward
line with the help of newcomers
Jackie Motycka and Megan Mcguire.
• See Basketball, page 7
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Falcon gridders set
the records straight
by Kari Smith
sports editor

Pho, /PhU Mattuno

Record book-bound

°

Bowling Green's Stan Hunter (22) stlffarms his way past Ohio University's Larry Grimes during the Falcons
3817 win Saturday In Athens. Hunter's 10 catches gave him the Mid-American Conference reception record.
Quarterback Brian McClure and kicker Paul Silvi also broke MAC records as the victory placed the 1985
Falcons in the record books and extended the nation's longest winning streak.

ATHENS, Oh. - During the
season, Bowling Green coach
Denny Stolz insisted that statistics were something be took
little stock in. But if anyone
would dispute his claim that the
Falcons are the best Mid-American Conference team ever, he
would need only point out his
squad's impressive numbers.
Not only did BG lead the MAC
in many categories, the Falcons
set numerous league and NCAA
records, many of them in Saturday's win over Ohio University.
lbe victory extended the Falcons'winning streak to 15, keeping it the nation's longest. BCTs
nine league wins are the most
ever by any MAC team and their
11 overall wins are also tops.
The Falcons are also the only
team ever to go undefeated in
conference play.
The game itself resembled a
aerial circus. The result was a
MAC record 99 pass attempts by
two conference schools in one
game. Also, BG rolled up the

most total yards and first downs
But BG also posted a number
of individual records, many by
quarterback Brian McClure.
"BRIAN BAS broken and set
so many records that I can't
even keep track of them anymore," Stolz said.
McClure holds every school
and conference passing mark.
He is only the second player in
NCAA history to throw for over
10,000 yards and the third to
have three consecutive years
with over 2500 passing yards.
Saturday, McClure etched his
name into the record books
again by shattering the single
game passing mark with 480
yards. His 471 total yards is also
a record.
"We knew we could throw
Xinst them (OU), we knew a
yard day was possible," McClure said. "To complete a pass
to my brother and break a record in my final game is really
something special"
McClure, who stole the spotlight for much of the season, had
plenty of company in the record-

Senior split end Stan Hunter
snared 10 aerials which gave
him the most receptions in a
career for a MAC player. Hunter
already owns the BG record for
most reception yards and tied
the single season record for
touchdown catches with seven.
'TM REAL happy about this
one," Hunter said. "I expect
someone on this team to break
the record later on, but I'm
happy to have it right now."
It took McClure and Hunter
four years to break some of their
records, but placekicker Paul
Silvi broke two marks in his first
year. The junior nailed 40 consecutive extra points, the most
by a Falcon. His string also
broke the MAC record for extra
points attempted in a year.
Tailback Bernard White, the
nation's leading scorer for most
of the year, set a school standard for touchdown's in a season
(19) and points in a year (114).

B&£M>

Use it to alter your grades.
You just got a C+ in Post- War Foreign
Policy. You just got a B— in Communications
Law. You just got an F+ in Advanced Physics.
An F+? Boy, you could use some help.
From a Macintosh™ personal computer.
A Macintosh can help you with your homework. Help you with your term papers. Help you
with your research projects. And help you
organize your study time and think more clearly.

breaking department by the
game's end.

And at last count, Macintosh could run
hundreds of software programs to help you
with everything from linguistics to law.
Physics to philosophy. Medicine to Medieval
history.
The point being, when you bring'6aa
Macintosh home with you, there's a
good chance you'll be bringing
home something else. Better grades. «

TUESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
Doors Open at 7:30 For Ladies Only
Featuring - Men of the 80s from Cincinnati

Men allowed in after 9:30

WEDNESDAY

© ISHS Apple (iimpuur. Inc Apple and ihe Apple IORO n leitBtttvd muletiiarte o( Apple Compuler. Inc Mxnwh n i trademark o( Mcliuosh Laboraory Inc and is being used with its
express permission

Perky Turkey Party
Party the Night Before

:

Prizes and Surprises

THURSDAY
College ID Night
No Cover with College ID

Come in After Dinner

Student Rec Center

Thanksgiving
Break Hours
Center
& Andrews Pool

guft
&
^
$
$
5
6
$
£
&
¥:£

I

Family:
Age 7-17 yrs.
Under 7 yrs.

noon-9 p.m.;;
1 p.m.-8 p.m.*
S3 anytime^
\

noon-9 p.m.!
1 p.m.-8 p.nM
Andrews Pool On

Cooper Pool:
Wed., Nov. 27 12-2 p.m., 5-8 p.m.
*Fri., Nov. 29
12-9 p.m.
*Sat., Nov.30
8 a.m.-9 p.m.
*Sun., Dec. 1
8 a.m.-9 p.m.
*du« to jwim m««t

$5 Thanksgiving
Break Pass

i

2
Hours and Pass effective
* Wednesday, Nov. 27 thru Sunday, Dec. IS

For more information...
Contact Computer Services, 372-2911
Pricing information is also available in UCS microcomputer labs

*

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY

¥

For more information call the SRC 2 -2711

M
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Basketball
(Continued from page S)
The Falcons have been going at
it since early October and look
forward to opening the season.
"The kids are ready and excited to go," VoU said. ''It should
be a good tune-up game for us."
Detroit has a game under its
belt after opening the season
last Saturday with a 83-78 win
over Kent State.
All-conference forward Casandra Pack leads the Titan
attack. She netted 20 points and

Ebbed 10 rebounds against
it State. Daphne Smith and
Sophia Chapman combined for
32 points and IS rebounds in the
VoU expects the experience of
the Falcons to shake any openingdsy Jitters.
The Falcons are picked fourth
in the MAC. But don't be surprised if that last-second finish
comes to Anderson Arena in
March. And don't be surprised if
that shot wins the
championship. And don't...well,
only time will tell.

Hockey

Bowling Green gymnast Kris Byerly concentrates Intently on the
uneven parallel bars during Saturday's Intrasquad meet In Eppler
North. The Falcons regular season begins after winter break and

BG News/Joe Phelan
coach Charles Simpson said his team must improve on the uneven
bars if they want to equal their second ploce conference finish
of a year ago.

Injuries hinder gymnasts' start
Four key Falcons sidelined during annual intrasquad meet
by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter

Winning a championship is a very difficult task to achieve, but
defending that title is an even greater accomplishment.
BG's women's gymnastics team knows just how tough it can be to
capture that second straight title. This year, the Falcons, 1985 MidAmerican Conference champs and winners of the same title the past
three out of five years, face possibly their greatest obstacle injuries.
'•Our main goal right now is to Just to stay away from injuries,"
coach Charles Simpson said.
With the season beginning early in January, the women are not
only working on their routines but staying healthy. Four of the
squads top performers, in fact, are suffering from assorted injuries.
Junior Tiffany Kosmerl and senior Shelly Staley, co-captains and
members of the 1985 All-MAC team and the NCAA Regional All-Star
team, are two members the tumblers will definitely miss if they
continue to be hamperd by nagging injuries.
Kosmerl, the BG record holder in the balance beam and the floor
exercise, is suffering from a back problem while Staley is bothered
with a bad ankle. Sophomore Maria Dechiara, who was consistently
one of the top three performers in Falcon meets last year, is also
trying to prepare her knee for the coming season.
The most recent injury to befall the Falcons occurred this

Applications for

THE BG NEWS
STAFF POSITIONS
including staff editors, reporters,
copy editors and photographers
are now being accepted for Spring
Semester 1986.
Applications available from Patricia Ritter,
Editor, 210 West Hall.
Deadline: Tue&, November 26,5 p.m.

weekend when sophomore Gretchen VanHaitsma suffered a knee
injury while warming up for the annual Brown and Orange intrasquad meet. The extent of VanHaitsma's injury is unknown at the
present time.
Despite all of the injuries, Simpson still sees the Falcons as strong
team, but not of "MAC championship caliber yet." Kent State and
Western Michigan, according to Simpson, look as if they will be the
BG tumblers greatest challenges this season.
"Those two teams (KSU and WMU) have an excellent chance, but
I know everyone else will be gunning for us also," Simpson said.
"Remember that everyone has to go through the same season,
however, and they may have their problems."
Simpson also noted this season will call on the services of what he
termed "second stingers" performing as "first stringers." Julia
Wicks, Ellen DiCola, and freshmen Kathy Benson could be thrown
into the spotlight very early in the season.
This weekend's intrasquad meet, which was basically for the
younger gymnasts, may have been an indication of who could rise to
the top. Outstanding performers were turned in by Mary Pat Farr in
the floor exercise, Gayle Bolick in the vault, and Lisa Shulman in the
balance beam and uneven bars.
"This season is really going to test our character," Simpson said.
"We can pull together as a team or just fall by the wayside.
The Falcon's next meet is a home scrimmage at 1 p.m. against
Michigan Dec. 7.

To allow our
employees a longer

THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY
The BG News
will be closed
Wed., Nov. 27

(Continueafrom page 5)
in net, looked strong early on.
BUT THE Falcons saw their 3-1 lead dwindle down Just as it had
the previous night. Kruzich, who had a career-best 47 saves in game
one of the series, allowed goals to Joe Murphy, Bill Shabicky and
Friday's star Rendall, giving MSU the 4-3 lead.
Ysebaert tied the score at four, but Spartan Mitch Messier, off a
Brfect feed from Kevin Miller, retained the MSU lead setting up
cKee's and Pineo's clutch goals.
Although the crowd ate up every moment of Saturday's game,
MSU coach Ron Mason was not as optimistic over the play of both
teams and the officiating in the series.
"Tonight wasn't good college hockey. I am completely disgusted
with the way the game went," Mason said. "I didn't like facing the
adversity the officials gave us, tonight. It never should have gone
into overtime. Overtime completely surprised me."
Wansbrough said the nationally-ranked teams would provide an
excellent matchup in post season play. '
MASON WAS pertained over two Falconpenalty shots and two 5-3
advantages. Pineo scored his free shot Friday, but Duncan was
rejected t>y Essensa Saturday. BG could not capitalize on the two 5-3
advantages.
Falcons Doug Claggett and Brian Meharry followed Pineo's
penalty shot with goals Friday night, but MSU's Mike Donnelly and
Brian McReynolds tied the score at three, enabling Rendall, a
freshman, to win the game late in the extra period.
"I'd like to see them in the playoffs," Wansbrough said. "They
have a good team, but in the end, I didn't think they were any better
than us."

Football

the hell I was doing out there,"
McClure said. "There was a
(Continued from page 5)
first score - a 10-yard TD pass feeling we were going to selffrom Dennis Swearingen to destruct."
But while the Falcons stumJesse Owens which trimmed
bled, they didn't fall.
BG's lead to 24-7.
Midway through the fourth
The Falcon defense limited
Swearingen to Just 60 yards period, with the Bobcats threat
passing in the first half, but he ening to tie the contest, lineriddled the secondary after in- backer Paul Schweitzer
squelched a drive with an intertermission.
On the Bobcats next posses- ception at the Falcons' 14 yardsion, the senior quarterback en- line.
aeered an eight play, 74-yard Given another chance, Mcve. The series ended with an Clure atoned himself for his
eight-yard TD pass to flanker erratic third period performance by spearheading a 10Orvell Johns.
"After the second TD we put play, 86-yard drive.
The series was highlighted by
the big scare on BG," Bryant
said. 'We had sparked a flame 44-yard pass to Joe Boxley
whichput
BG at OU's 23 yardand got the momenutum on our
line. Three plays later, McClure
side/'
On BG's following possession, iced the win with an 11-yard TD
Stolz hoped McClure would ex- pass to Boxley which made it 31tinguish OU's fire, but instead
Stolz blamed McClure for one
be doused it with lighter fluid.
Bobcat defensive back Larry interception.
"There were a couple of blown
Grimes stepped in front of a
patterns," Stolz said. "They
McClure pass.
OU CONVERTED the turn- made one nice interception and
over into a 28-yard field goal. In he just plain threw a bad pass on
just 10 minutes, the Bobcats another."
Falcon reserve tailback Jeff
widdled BG's lead from 24 points
Davis closed the scoring with a
to seven.
"I walked back to the bench a 67-yard gallop late in the final
couple times wondering what period.

Howard's club H
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. *

tffa
^^

Relic
Wednesday
Friday, Saturday
November 27, 29, 30

OPEN THM»*1G!X&C

0AY

NO COVER

/frZ*

WINE SHOP

Wishes Everyone a Happy Thanksgiving!
* Stop by on your way home for FREE coffee and hot chocolate
• Pick up a Thanksgiving basket or a bottle of wine to
take home to Mom and Dad

Can you
afford to gamble
with the LSAT, GMAT
GREprMCAT?
■
Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 million students prepare for their
grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if
you're fresh out of college,
call. Why take a chance
with your career?

KAPLAN

I

StANtSYH KAHANKXJCMIONAlCfNTSILTD

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

KAUJOLAIS
T'-Si'.'JBS^'

Located on Wooiter St.
Across from Harshman Quad

353-WINE

>

536-3701
3550 Secor Road
Suit* 201
Toledo, OH 4360C

Classifieds
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS
BOSU SKATING CLUB
TONIGHT 810 10 pm
ICE ARENA
Orgamat Vamon Wolcorl «■ ptaaant • ttaa
oonoart at 8 p.m on Sunday. Dae. 1. at the
•Vet Preebytenen Church. 128 S Church The
program wi reeajre "Orgatuchlaln"
by J 3 Bach

Jimmy CM - Bongo Man
Riggn Movie SK.OK 7th. 8 00 p m
210 Mali Science Free a open to al
Sponeored by
CanObeen eeaociatlon
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program ECAP
Black Student Union

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
proteeetonaty wrtttan tor al fields
Vary raaaonable JS8-3744

The Photo 10 Center a located in Room 207
Motery Hal At students who have not had their
Photo 1.0 taken, or are In need ol a replace
ment may go to the Photo I D Canter Monday
through Thursday. 8 30 am through 7 00
p m Students are reminded that the Photo 10
a now required to use most University services
such at the University Library, the Offlot ol
RegHa-eluii and Records, or the Bursars
OMce Students are rerrwxted that Ihe. VeV
detton suckers are In their On-Campus mail
Pones
"'MTERNATIONAL BUSINESS"ASSOCIATION
Corporate Tour Dana Corporation (Toledo)
Friday. Oatamber S,8-11 em
RHea wfl lake ofl In Iron! ot the University
Union at 800 am Deader* tor registering
Tueaday December 3 Cat 362-7043 i0 regieler
and let us know whether you can drive The
group wi have to be limited to Ihe first 20
tppicants

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT NK3H1
You always gat change back
trom your dottr on Tuaadaya
wet drinks - SOLatest dance vkWoal
MAIN ST
382-3703

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT WGHT
You always get change back
trom your dottr on Tuesdays
wet drinks- soLatest dance videos
MAM ST

352-3703
—BEWARE...
ChocoWe chip birthday gin on the loose
Ready to party with chips on her butt
HAPPY 1»th TMSH CALL AH AN
LOVE F.Y.T.A

Nancy Donovan
Happy BeWed 20th Birthday
We love you
Ame Butannle. Weber. LAH. Sue. Tree Chris
PruMu Bates
Start scoping those Beeus
December 6th Is coming

CHI OMEGA CONGRATULATES
ORDER OF OMEGA INITIATES
LAURA PEEBLES
ANNE TUOHOPE
CHERYL HENKE
SUSY WALTERS
WE ARE PROUD Of ALL OF YOUi

Ot WHAT WkLL DEC. 7. IMS REPRESENT IN
S.Q.S U.'S HISTORY BOOKS?
A: ONE OF THE BEST PREVIEW DAYS EVER!
TO BE A PART OF BGSU HISTORY COME
TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MEETINGS:
MONDAY. DEC. 2,1:30-2:30 p.m..
MCFALL ASSEMK.Y ROOM
MONDAY, DEC. 2, 8-7 p.m..
MCFALL ASSEMBLY ROOM
TUESDAY, DEC. 3, t-10 p.m..
121 WEST HALL

Mat Oat**
Have a happy birthday over break
target the big 20th
loet. John Salome

I did not

LOST AND FOUND
DEBBIE BOGOANYT
HAVE A Great 18th Birthday
(AND A Quick Racovary'l) Love. Woor

RIDES
>TE tor a nde to PITTSBURGH and
back THANKSGIVINQ weekend' WI hato with
gas and tot Cat Cyndl. 372 4377

SERVICES OFFERED

Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.
Ask us about NaturalTint soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.

Typing service
832-1481
Piulniljnal secretarial services
Typing dona prolesalonafy
888-8945 Bowing Green
FOOTS TYPING
$1.00 par page, double-spaced
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP; 4 00 pm 68»-2879
TYPING
THESIS
DISSERTATION. ETC.
362-0835
Ruthle'a Sewing > Alterations
Everything must be clean
362-7288

Whtn you wont to change) your natural eye color, liven up
your ayes with NaturalTint 10ft contoct lantos. Available
In crystal blue, aqua, jad* and sable, they'll help you look
your best while improving your vision. O* course, the only
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lenses (or yourself. Call us today for an
appointment.

Contact Specials
B & L Natural Tint Contacts
'75.88
B & L Extended Wear Contacts
'59.00
Perma Flex Extended-Wear Contacts ..'... '89.00
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses
'39.88
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra
Eyes Examined by Or. S. Shift

Winter Lined Denim Jackets
t Ski Jackets
Jama N Tripe 531 RMga St
LSAT • MCAT • GMAT • ORE
NTE'CPA REVIEW-NCLEX-RN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO 1 M TEST PREPARATION
(4181536-3701 TOLEDO

Free BGSU transfer on sny ol ourmerchendise
Jaana N Things
Open tonight til 6 00 p.m.
Happy 20th Birthday
Ellen Dlcke
Wilon you!
Anna, Jana, Julia, and Nancy

Ladtas.
Whan those floor moettnua get too boring.
When a cake lust Isn't enough for your birthday
Whan your roommate needs s break from tests
Grve ma a cal Male dancer
For laaoniieBon caH 372-1684.

••HEY KD'a - 04D YOU KNOW THERE IS
ONLY 10DAYSLEFTH"
Intramural Coed Water VoHaybeH entries due
Tueaday Nov. 26 by 4.00 pm In 108 Rec
Canter
John— Happy 3rd Anniversary
I toeeyoui Joyce

Winter IHra Storage
Optional Pickup • Delivery
Cell »5, aVf. 352-3818. LC * SS

CeMbrstt your lootbelteems undefeated sea
son with a COMMEMORATIVE 13 02 glass
mug - ONLY $5 00 Contact Chnaty or Karki
at 2-3327 Sponsored by Campua Girl Scouts

FLORIDA FOR CHRISTMAS?
LUXURY CONDOMINIUM RENTALS AT MINIMUM PRICES. CALL BeU S844W08.
Celebrate your lootbel teem s undefeated teason wth a COMMEMORATIVE 13 Ol. gees
mug — ONLY $5 00 Contact Chrtety or Kartn
at 2-3327. Sponaored by Campus OH Scouts
Earn a tree trip to Florida tor Spring Break.
Including transportation and accommodation
Be a Sports Tours representative
Cal 1-800-86-BREAK
WINTER BREAK skang si Steamboat Springs
and Vat from S75. or sunning at South Padre.
taamd and Oaytona Beach from S88> Hurry, cal
Sunchaae Tours for more Information tot tree 1 800-321-5811 TODAY' Whan your winter
weak counts count on Sunchaaef

THESIS
SPECIALISTS
10% off thesis copying

kinko's SET*

lilt I. Weester, Steel** Mete, lewwtjGreen 3S2-2S33

Expires: 12/30/85

IMC S. Reynold! Rd.. Toledo M2-2020
31S3Sylvonla Ave., Toledo 472-1119

(Bm^M^sysis^^^l^1^
NO' VOU WOULDN'T HM THC
ftRROGANCl TO
ATTtMPT THC K%N Of
ANOTHER UVlNG &IN6

Free BGSU Trsnslers on any
ol our merchendlee
Jeans N Things open til 8 00 p m

PERSONALS

Burlington Optical Inc.

COLOSWL

PJCH MUELLER
Congraajtaaona on your
outelendkng grade point average1
Wghaat Grade PoM Average. Spring 1 vts
The Brothers ot Sigma Phi Epston

Donna: You floaty made Hi
No more take ID'S and sneaking We've bean
through a lot and steed through top notch
You've always been there tor ma. good 8 bad
Without you cotege would be a bore. I hope
you have the best birthday around Happy
Birthday to my Myoma roomie

\ibmM
fCM 8 TOLD

BUT. fRCH OF U5 6 A COMPliY
rWlAD Of iNTERRIUTItO
TRfiTO HOU DO VOU KPED
TO MAKE ALL OF THOSE
KCI90NS AND UNO UP UTTH

Mt THERE
WOULD BE
DA* LIKE
THfi

m EW-Pfiocxia CAPABLE

OF WMETHnTj AS INTANGIBLE

fh LOVEV

2 lemales to sublet, inexpensive, nice; acroaa
Irom Rodgers
Cat Jute or Kathy only 363-0010
Female Roommate lor Spring 88
352-8820
DESPERATELY NEEDED MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER FREE HEAT AND
GAS CALL 352-7238
DESPERATELY NEEDED MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER FREE HEAT AND
GAS CALL 352-723S
Need 2 or 3 roomette 4 bedroom house on
2nd St. S585/sem/person t gas. atoc. Approv.
S25-307mon Move In by Dae
1 5%
momha/S586 - S105/mon Furrwjhad/color
tv'slareo Cat fM 352-2882
Need 1 female roommate University Vaage
Cal Joe Remlnoton at 3620164
Need 1 female roommate University VOsge
Cal Joe Remington at 352-0164

HELP WANTED
Camp Couneekxa— tor Camp Courageous, a
summer camp tor people with mental retardston. located In Whaahouaa. Ohio Salary lor 10
weeks Including training a Si.000. possible
cotege credit hours, job experience. Meeting In
308 Mostly Dae 3. 7 30 pm
D you Ska muaic 8 want to have fun whet you're
working - we •• now hiring al the lun pace lo
be - Buttons Wa need bar help s floor help w
pufont available lor el ages Musi be at least
18. Apply m parson after 8 00 pm daty
except Mondays Buttons. Rt 26, North ol BO.
Part-time typlat. Make your own hours, must
type 60-70 worn. Be an accurate proof leader.
and be competent ol Xerox memorywriter
KHto's copy comer. 326 E Wooator
CHILD CARE/BOSTON AREA We have many
tamaes looking for loving chid care workers.
One year commitment, excellent salary, banetits, round trip transportation Alene Fiach.
Chtdcara Placement Service. 148 Buckmmeter
Rd. Brooklna. MA 02146 617 5866284

FOR SALE
Electric Typewriter, correction ribbon, carrying
case, good condition S75
Cal Terry 372-4168.
Need to tqutdate: Commodore pkja 4 com
polar, single da* drive. Brand new Price
negohable CALL PATTY 352-2587
Matching sofa IS 126) S love seat (S100). PWd
earth tone colors 2 dark pine end tables I sq.
1 oct at $35 Dark wood floor lamp vW
magem rack attached S36. Cal 352-0711
before 2 p m or after 6 pm
It It True You Can Buy Jeeps tor $44
through tne U S government? Gat the
lecta today! Cal 1-312-742 1142 Ext 1794

WANTED

FOR RENT

Need one person to M house (meiel Spnng
Semester 1030 E Wooeter Cal 353-0325

ROOM W HOUSE. 1140 UTILITIES INCLUDED.
217 S. COLLEGE 354-7847 ASK FOR SCOTT

Need one person to M house (male) Spring
Semester 1030 E Wooeter Cal 353-0325

Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Coll now at 352-1195

Two Bedroom Furnished

2 females need 1 more to IS apartment lor
Spring. Own room. $t20/mo a utfjtlet
Cal 354-5200
Male Roommate needed immediately or tor
Spring Semeeler Close to campus Cat 353
2008 or OCMB <0484 [leave meeaage)
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
9PMN0. SEMESTER'! CLOSE TO CAMPUS
PLEASE CALL 352-7037
SUBLEASING efficiency apartment tor spring
lemeilei $1807mo includes unities, fur
nahed 352 7521
Room for Rent
Close to campua 328 E Wooaler
A taatilii Jan. 1 or sooner
Cal 362-8281
1 room efficiency Uttetlea paid Close lo
downtown Cal 352-5822

$270/mo plus gas and electric

THURSTIN MANOR APTS
Hat singto room atScienclaa avaatota for spnng
semester very doee to campus 352 5435

Furnished Efficiency

1 Female Roommate needed to
Soring Semester Vary dose to campus Own
bedroom 352-2850
,

$225/"-° gas heat included
tenant shares with electric

The BG News"

.Classified InformationMail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays)

All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at S** and High St.
Hour*: Mon.-Fri, 9-4:30

RATES: per ad are 60* per line. $1.80 minimum
50' extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Micbfl Jaffa

PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please
come to 214 West Han immediately if there is an error in your ad The news will not be
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions
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CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name_
Address
Social Security # or Account #

Phone #

(For bMng purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish K to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events'
Lost A Found
Rides
Services Ottered
___

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

Personals
'Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only.
Dates of Insertion .

Total number of days .

214 Napoleon Rd.

MaN to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601
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4 Brazilian dance
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Vanity case
Files partner
Swiss artist
Disinfectant
Unexpected
outcome
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You may find it surprising that up to 60*>a of all
cancers can be prevented.
By avoiding excessive exposure to sunlight, by not
smoking cigarettes, by not
overeating and by following a diet high in fiber and
low in fat.
The battle isn't over but
we are winning.
Please support the
American Cancer Society.

